Get to Know the Japanese Garden

With the 2020 Tokyo Olympics having wrapped up, there has never been a better time to explore Hermann Park’s tribute to Japanese culture.

Originally designed by landscape architect Ken Nakajima in 1992 and celebrating its 30th anniversary in May 2022, the Japanese Garden is one of Hermann Park’s most distinctive places. This garden’s design is approached with a different philosophy than other spaces within the Park in order to preserve its cultural authenticity and accuracy.

“We really respect harmony. Harmony between seasons or nature or human beings,” said Yuzuru Nagawa, chair of the Japanese Garden Advisory Committee.

To maintain this harmony, every year since 2007, specialty gardeners have traveled from the Japanese Garden’s sister city of Chiba, located along the eastern coast of Japan. Funded through the efforts of the Japanese Garden Advisory Committee, the gardening team from Chiba works closely with horticulture experts from Hermann Park to help make sure the plantings, paths, and architecture are all representative of a traditional Japanese garden, and in keeping with Nakajima’s original vision.

Everything visitors see at the Japanese Garden is meticulously crafted to give a curated sense of nature. Wide stone and bridge paths, rushing waterfalls, and native Japanese plants like black pine and maple trees help give wanderers visually pleasing sightlines from any vantage point.

The Japanese Garden is free to the public and open daily from 9 am to 6 pm.
Every time I speak to my mother she starts the conversation with, “What’s new in the Park?” And even though she asks me this a minimum of once a week, I never have a ready response. I am always torn between saying “nothing really” and “where do I start!”

When I am tempted to reply “nothing really” the impulse comes from the certainty that Hermann Park is, well, still reliably here. This year, especially, I have found comfort in this steadiness. The Reflection Pool has not retreated back to a mud pit, pedal boats circle the lake, and the Mount in the McGovern Centennial Gardens continues to give people both a literal and an emotional lift.

Yet, when you look carefully and take the time to notice, there is something new in the Park every day. Sometimes a duck is sitting smack in the middle of the path to our office door. Or the Cooper’s Hawk who favors the Gardens will swoop from her perch on the arbor into the middle of the lawn and stretch a wing — reminding me of our friends from the Houston Ballet who filmed a dance there. And lately I have been obsessed by the clusters of dragonflies everywhere — some as large as my palm.
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Plant Propagation in the Park

The Garden and Nature Series officially returned to the Family Garden on August 25 with Propagation Techniques and Barriers to Germination. Spirits were high and appetites for knowledge were eager at the first Garden and Nature class since 2019. Master Gardener and teacher Dr. Jean Fefer talked with local green-thumbed enthusiasts about how to create new plants from seeds and other plant parts, as well as how to keep them happy and healthy.

This hands-on session was the first of three classes in our fall Garden and Nature Series. The next class—Observing and Recording Wildlife in Your Neighborhood—will be on September 22, and the last class of the season—Sage Advice: Salvia in Texas—will be on October 27. Look for more classes to be announced for spring 2022!

Sign up at hermannpark.org/calendar
Touring the Commons: Live Oak Terrace

The space around the ample shade provided by the 100-year-old live oaks will be reimagined.

Shaded paths neighbored by native plantings provide a scenic promenade for Park visitors of all types.

The Live Oak Terrace will be a place for everyone in the Commons.

Fundraising is happening now. Visit hermannpark.org/thecommons to get involved.
An expansive deck with tables and chairs give an opportunity to walk underneath the live oaks, but also to sit and grab a meal.

The Central Lawn is perfectly suited for sports, exercise, picnics, or relaxing.
Save the Dates!

Saturday, October 9
8:00 am  
Run in the Park  
Hermann Park’s longest-standing community event is back! The 18th annual Run in the Park will have a 5K, 10K, and 1K kids’ route with a post-race party at Molly Ann Smith Plaza. Similar to 2020, there will also be a virtual challenge for those wanting to participate from home. hermannpark.org/run

Thursday, October 28
8:00 pm  
Urban Green’s Fall Event  
This Halloween, join Urban Green for a spooktacular movie night on the McGovern Centennial Gardens lawn to watch the 1991 classic The Addams Family. Buy your ticket, bring a blanket or chair, and grab a bite and a drink from our generous food donors at this outdoor fundraising event. hermannpark.org/addamsfamily

Saturday, October 23
9:00 am to 12:00 pm  
Love Your Park  
Member Volunteer Day  
Conservancy members show your love for Hermann Park by coming to volunteer and help with essential plantings in the McGovern Centennial Gardens. Come get your hands dirty for a good cause and keep Hermann Park looking incredible for the six million people who visit each year. hermannpark.org/loveyourpark

Saturday, November 6
8:00 am  
Houston Rockets Dog Walk  
Bring your four-legged friends out for a morning at Hermann Park! The Houston Rockets Dog Walk will feature a picturesque walk around McGovern Lake, the Jones Reflection Pool, and other areas of the Park, followed by a post-walk party in Lake Plaza! hermannpark.org/dogwalk

Saturday, November 13
7:30 am  
Park to Port Bike Ride  
The 20-mile round-trip bike ride takes cyclists from Hermann Park’s Bayou Parkland along the Bayou Greenway trail all the way to the Port of Houston. Enjoy a turn-around party sponsored by Port Houston, but be sure to save some energy for a well-deserved post-ride party under the Bill Coats Bridge. hermannpark.org/bike
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HERMANN PARK CONSERVANCY

Every Membership Counts at Hermann Park Conservancy

Hermann Park Conservancy members all join for different reasons. Some want to support urban conservation and wildlife habitat preservation, some want to share the joy they had as children playing in Hermann Park with their own children, and some just love riding the train.

But regardless of why people join, one thing all members have in common is that they are all supporting vital operational needs in Hermann Park, which helps us keep it looking better than ever. And just how do memberships do that exactly?

- A Bronze membership buys 24 pairs of garden gloves for staff and volunteers to work in the Park.
- A Centennial membership buys weeding tools for 20 volunteers to remove invasive species from the Park’s plant beds.
- A Gold membership purchases a portable water tank to water newly-planted trees during drought conditions.
- A Platinum membership purchases 1.5 acres of Coastal Prairie Seed Mix to help restore the natural habitat of the migratory bird islands.
- A Conductor’s Circle membership purchases 20 native trees to plant in the Park.

While maintaining and caring for Hermann Park isn’t always glamorous, it is essential. Every membership counts and they are the best way to directly support the Conservancy’s efforts to make sure Hermann Park is here today and for generations to come. Learn how you can help by visiting hermannpark.org/membership.

Attention Members: Sip and Stroll is happening on September 30. Visit hermannpark.org/sip to sign up.
Give our newest social media channel a follow to get the latest updates on our upcoming dog park—plus more pictures like these!

@HermannBark
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